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KHINCHIN'S THEOREM ON THE SCHNIRELMANN DENSITY OF
SUM OF SETS OF INTEGERS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Our airn in SS 1. 1 and 1.2 is to introduce the reader to

schnirelrnann density and give the purpose of this thesis. A

description of the content of the thesis is postponed until $ 1.3.

$ t. I Prelirninary Rernarks

Let A be a (possibly ernpty) set of nonnegative integers and

let A(n) be the number of positive integers of A which do not

exceed n. In accordance with L. G. Schnirelmann ll+,Ztl we

define the density of A, denoted here by d(A), by

( 1. 1) d(A)=sIb{+:n>I}.

In 1930 Schnirelrnann used this definition to study Goldbachrs

Conjecture and other classical problerns of additive nurnber theory

and it served as the basis for an entirely new branch of mathematics.

Let B be a second set of nonnegative integers' The suln

of A and B is the set A+B given bY

(L.zl A*B = A r-,lB r.-r{a+b : aeA, beB }.



(The schnirelmanndensities d(A), d(B), and d(A+B) will often

be denoted by the Greek letters a, p, and Y respectively. )

Moreover, if AI,AZ, " ' ,Ah (h > Z) are sets of nonnegative

integers then their surn S is defined recursively by

h-1

$=
\-- A- + ) A..hLl
i=1

Many European rnathernaticians, notably E. Landau, I. schur,

and A. Khinchin, turned their attention in an effort to answer a

question of Schnirelmann II5,p. Zl] : to what extent is the density

of the surn of an arbitrary nurnber of sets deterrnined solely by the

densities of the surnrnand.s ? Schnirelrnann [36] , Landau [ 17] ,

and Schur [ 3Z] obtained $everal inequalities relating Y to o

and p, and Landau I t8, p. 1l was the first to carefully state

the conjecture,

(1.3) y ) o* p,

h

To
LI
i=1

under the assurnption that

by hirn and Schnirelrnann in

0 ( o+ p< 1 , d conjecture first rnade

193I in Gdttingen [ 15, P. 261 .

$ I. 2 A Theorern of A. Khinchin

The conjecture (1. 3), now often called the opTheorern,
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rernained unsolved. for nearly a dozen years until H' B' Mannrs proof

in l94Z [20] . However the special cases o = p and 9= l-Za

(or 6= I-2p) were established by A. Ya. Khinchin less than six

months after the conjecture was rnade' rrL l93z Khinchin [ 16]

succeeded in proving a theorern frorn which one easily obtains (1" 3)

for the cases rnentioned. Khinchints original proof , as well as a

proof of a special case of this theorern due to Landau [ 18] , and the

proof of an equivalent theorern due to P. Scherk 133] , is elementary

but extrernely complicated and has never been clearly rewritten or

discussed to any extent in English. Briefly, the intent of this thesis

is to do this for these three theorerns.

$1.3 Proofs of Khinchinrs Theorem and Related Topics

In this thesis we treat five theoreIYIS, narnely Khinchin's

I93Z theorern and four theorerns related to this theorern. The five

are called Khinchin's First Theorern [ 16, p' Z8-297 , Landaurs

Theorern I tg, p, 7l.727 (a special case of Khinchin's First

Theorern proved d.ifferently by Landau), Sctrerk's lheorern Ig:' p'

Z$l (which is equivalent to Khinchin's First Theorem),

Khinchin's Second Theorern [ 13, p. 16l-162l (which is equivalent

and a speciaLto the first of two parts of Khinchinrs First Theorem)'

case of Khinchinrs Second Theorern [ 14, P. 571 '

The first three theorerns are sirnilar in that frorn each one
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easiLy obtains the special cases o= p and F= 1-2o( or o= 1-Zp)

of the opTheorem (1.3) and each is proved by successive applica-

tions of an inversion forrnula, defined in Chapter III. It is the rnain

purpose of this thesis to present in detail the proofs of these three

theorerns. As is the case of rnuch of the literature on Schnirelrnann

density, these papers of Khinchin, Landau, and Scherk are not to be

found in Eng1ish. Khinchin ts 1932 paper [ 16] as well as the papers

of Landau [ 18] and Scherk [ 33] are written in Gerrnarr, and have

been translated for purposes of inclusion in this thesis. It is often

necessary to include numerous interrnediate steps and statements

to clarify these proofs. Many of the original syrnbols and notations

have been changed in order to accornplish these objectives and to

rnaintain as rnuch uniforrnity as possible'

The other two theorems can only be used to obtain the special

case o= p of the opTheorern. Furthermore, their proofs are

quite dissirnilar to the first three and do not involve an inversion

formula. Hence we have treated these theorerns rnuch lnore briefly

and their proofs are not given.

since scherkts Theorern is equivalent to Khinchinrs First

Theorern, and Landauts Theorem is equivalent to a special case of

Khinchin's First Theorern, we often refer to each of these sirnply as

Khinchinrs Theorern, which exp}ains the title of this thesis.

For one wishing to read the sirnplest proof of Khinchin's
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Theorern, where only two surnmands are involved, the author sug-

gests Chapter V together with Chapter III. If one wishes to read the

sirnplest known proof of Khinchin's TheorelYl, where an arbitrary

nurnber of surnrnands are involved, then the author suggests Chapter

VI together with Chapter III.

In Chapter II Khinchin's First Theorem, Scherk's Theorem,

and Khinchints Second Theorern are stated and the equivalences

previously rnentioned are established. Each of these theorems is

then used to obtain its respective special cases of the opTheorern'

The inversion of a set of nonnegative integers is defined in

Chapter III, followed by the proofs of several related lernmas and

theorerns. This definition of inversion is due to Landau [ 18] . The

notion of inversion has proved to be irnportant in verifying Khinchin's

First Theorem, Landau's Theorern, and Scherk's Theorem.

Khinchin's First Theorern is proved in Chapter IV. However,

his original proof has been slightly rnodified in that Landaurs inver-

sion, rather than his own inversion, is used.

Chapter V contains the proof of Landaurs Theorem. It is a

special case of Khinchin's First Theorern and was used in Chapter

IIto obtain (1.3) for o= p and P= 1-Za lor o= l-Zp).

In Chapter VI we prove Scherk's Theorem after establishing

three lernrnas that are needed in the proof, Each of these lernrnas

is stated as a rernark by Scherk Ia:, p. 264) , without proof'
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In Chapter VII several remarks are given which do not fit

naturally in the earlier chapters. We begin by mentioning how the

opTheorern (I.3) can be generalized to the surn of rnore than two

sets. Next we 6tate Khinchiq's definition of the inversion of a set

of nonnegative integers and give several related lernrnas and theo-

rerns. Then we discuss the strengthening which occurred due to thq

slight rnodifications rnade in the hypotheses of the original forrns of

Khinchints First Theorern and. Landau's Theorem. We then briefly

compare the proofs of Khinchin, Landau, and scherk, followed by an

equally brief discussion of Khinchin's Second Theorem and its special

case. Finally, a few rernarks about the accessibility of the paPers

of Khinchin, Landau, and Scherk, are given.

To conclude the thesis, a detailed discussion of the history of

Schnirelrnann density, together with lnany rernarks concerning the

Iiterature, is presented in Chapter VIII.



CHAPTER II

KHINCHIN'S F]RST AND SECOND THEOREIVI,S AND
SCHERK'S THEOREM

In this chapter Khinchin's First Theorern, Scherkrs Theorem,

and Khinchin's Second Theorem are stated and the equivalences lnen-

tioned in $ I.3 are established. Each of the theorerns is then used to

obtain its respective special cases of the op Theorem.

$ Z. t Staternents of the Three Theorems

The following theorern was proved

Z8-Z9l . This theorern will be proved in

induction on the integer N.

Khinchinrs First Theorem Fo:: h>2let C be

in l93Z by Khinchi.n [ 16, p.

Chapter IV by rnathernatical

the surn of the

Letsets Al,Az, "',Ah_1, B of nonnegative integers.

(a) o . o. *

and for each i,

where N is an

statements hold:

i= 1,2,"',h-1, let

(I S n < N),i- 1ot -T-(b)

where

A. (n) >

arbitrary positive integer. Then the following



(i) If

then C(N) >

hil .)r.<I-o
h

h oN-hll +h- 1.

and if B(n) on-L for 1(n(N,

(ii) If 0 ( ;r < o and if e(n) ? (1-h o)n-hpt

then C(N) > (I-o)N-p.

for l(n(N,

p. Scherk Ilg, p. 263] stated and proved the next theorern

in 1938. Although several sirnilarities in the theorern of Scherk and

Khinchinrs First Theorem will be irnrnediately recognized, their

equivalence is by no means obvious. Thie equivalence is established

in $ 2. Z. Scherkts proof will be given in Chapter VI, also by induc-

tion on N.

Scherk's Theorern. For h> z let C be the sum of the sets

Ar,Ort...tAh-1, B

o, p, and 6, and the

ditions:

of nonnegative integers. Let the nurnbers

function tp be defined by the following con-

(a) 0 ( o(

(b) F=o or F=l-ho

(c) o

(d) f ,,no(6)

<6I
h

< 1-p

6

h

(e) f.(S) = rnax i 0,h6-h+1 ).

Let N be an arbitrary positive integer.

i=1,2,"',h-I, let

For each i, where



(f ) A. (n)
1

Furtherrnore, 1et

(I < n < N).

min {B(n)-o(n+t)+1 : I ( n < N }.

where i = I,2,"',h-l, let

i- 1)on-:-
h

(g) B(n) > pn-6 (1 N).

Then, c(N) > [ t'-1)o+p] N-fp(6).

In I939 Khinchin It:, p. I6t-t6}l was able to give a different

proof of a theorern equivalent to part (i) of his first theorern. This

equivalence is verified in $ 2.3. The proof of this theorern will be

briefly discussed in $ 7.5. The theorern is stated in the following

way.

Khinchin's Second Theorem. For h > Z Iet C be the sum of the

sets Ar.,AZt"',Ah_I, B of nonnegativeintegers. Let N bean

arbitrary positive integer and let the nurnbers o and c be de*

f ined by the following conditionsi

(n(

(a)

(b) (r =

Further, for each i,

o<o<l
h

(n(i -,I
h

(c) A.(n) > on -1-
(1 N).



I
h

I(a (-
h

t0

Then, C(N)

hoN ,

ho(N+l)-1+h0-,

part (i) of Khinchin's tr.irst Theorem and

in the conclusion yields

(2. l) C(N) > hoN-h6+h- 1

-o

hypotheses

the double

6 satisfiee the hypotheses

so substitution of 6 for

0

if

if
.{

$ 2. 2 The Equivalence of Khinchinrs First Theorem and Scherk's
Theorern

Apparently Scherk found it unnecessary to show that his theo-

rern is equivalent to Khinchin's First Theorern, since frorn both of

these one obtains identical special cases of the opTheorern. He

d.oes, however, clairn this equivalence in his paper IlE, p' 263] .

We now verify this.

Khinchin's First Theorgm irnplies Qcherk's Theorem. We assume

the validity of Khinchinrs First Theorem together with the

of Scherk's Theorem. We must consider two cases due to

role played by the nurnber p.

Case I (P = " ) . It is necessary to further cornplicate

matters by considering the following subcases'.

Subcase a tP . 6 < l-cr). Thus

of

T



a sirnple calculation shows that h6-h+i > 0

1l

andSince orhfl
h

c onsequently

(z.zl

which is the conclusion of Scherk's Theorern for I = o

Substituting (2. Zl

Subcaseb (0<6

condition (g) of Scherk's

(2.31

A simple calculation

consequently f^(6)

f (6) = h6-ht1
ct

into (Z.l) shows that

C(N) > hoN-f (6)
CI

B(n)>on-6)on-

a * l. This assumption together with

hypotheses yields

h-t
h

Letting r - ? we see that B satisfies the hypotheses of part

(i) of Khinchin's First Theorern. Consequently

C(N) ) hoN-n(+)+h-I = hoN.

shows that h6-h+I < 0 since

- 0. Substituting this into {2.31

t.?, and

glve s

C (N) hoN-fo(6) ,

which is again the conclusion of Scherk's Theorem for I = o.



Case Z (9= t-ho).

of Scherk's hypothesis Yields

hypotheses that

tz

This assurnption used in condition (c)

We also have bY Scherk'so <9< o
-h

B(n) > Pn-6 = (1-ho)n-ht* f '

rnay apply part (ii) of Khinchin's First Theorem' withHence we

replac ed Thus

L<

in c ondition (b) of

in (c ). Henc e

by*

C(N) > (l-o)N (I -o)N-f , -frr(6),

which is the conclusion of Scherk's Theorern for p = 1-ho ' This

establishes the implication.

Scherk's Theorern irnplies Khinchrn's First Theorem' Sirnilarly

to the proof just cornpleted, we now assulne that scherk's Theorern

holds, together with the hypotheses of Khinchin's First Theorern.

We rnust consider two cases.

Case I (B(n) > on-)' ). By the hypotheses of Part (i) of

6

h

Khinchinrs Theorern,

(2.4)
h-10 (-" (

h
l-o

If we let

us to let

P= o

6=).

Scherk's hypotheses , G. 4) allows

by Scherkrs Theorem (with P= o)
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(2.51

By lZ. 4) , hL -h+ I

(2.61

C(N) > hoN-f (I )
ct

)0, SO

fo(f,)=h\-h*l

After substitutirrg lZ.6) into (2.51we have

C (N) > h o\I-hL +h- I ,

thus establishing part (i) of Khinchin's First Theorem.

Case 2 (B(n) (I -ho)n-hp). By the hypotheses of part (ii)

of Khinchin's First Theoreln we see that 0 < hp ( ho. If we let

P = l-ho in Scherkrs condition (b), we can therefore let 6 = hFr in

condition (c), since 0 < hp < ho = I -P. Consequently by Scherkrs

Theorem (with P= l-ho) we have

C(N) > (1-o)N-f ,_nohr') = (I-o)N-p,

establishing part (ii) of Khinchinrs First Theorern. Hence the irnpli-

cation is established.

S 2.3 The Equivalence of Khigchin's Second T4eorern and Part (i)
of His First Theorern

Khinchinrs_First Theorem-part (i) irnplies Khinchin's Second Theo-

rern. Suppose that the conditions of Khinchin's Second Theorern
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are satisfied. Since

r = rnin {n(")-o(ni1)+1 : I (n< N },

we see that

(2.71

o < B(n)-o(n+1)+1

B(n) > o(n*1)-1+o

B(n) > o(n*I)-r+ | -o= on-

for each Ta, and so

(1 < n < N)

(I < n < N)

It<f,-o wenave

I -o-c ( 1-o . ConsequentlY,

'W'e now consider two cases.

Case I (o -o ). This assurnPtion used in (2.7) givesI,t,

h-I
h

Hence B satisfies the hypotheses of part (i) of Khinchin's First

Theorernwith r =\! ConsequentlY

C(N) ? hon{-h (+)+h-I = hoN,

I
which is the conclusion of Khinchinrs second Theorern for o it - o'

h-1
h

Case Z

1 -o-o .

I(0<a<--o). Since
n

Further, since o )0,

(2. 8)
h-1

h
1-o-a ( 1-o.

l" = I-o-o by the hypotheses of part (i) of

Theorem. We aLso have by (Z'7) that

Thus we may let

Khinchin's First



B(n) > on-(l-o-c) and so B

of Khinchinrs First Theorern.

15

satisfies the hypotheses of part (i)

ConsequentlY,

C(N) > hoN-h(1-q.-o')+h-I = ho(N*1)+ha -1

which is the conclusion of Khinchinrs Second Theorern for

1

0 ( a < i -o. This establishes the irnplication'
h

Khinchinr s Second Theorern

Assume that the hypotheses

are satisfied. Since B(n)

irnolies Khinchinr s First Theorern-parq-(i

of part

) on-tr

(i) of Khinchinrs First Theorern

(lcncN) then

B(n)-o(n+1)+I > on-L -o(n+1)*I = 1-o-L (1 < n < N)'

Consequently

o. = rnin {B(n)-o(n*I) + t: 1< < N )> l-o-).

Also l, ( 1-o by the hypotheses of part (i) of Khinchin's First

Theorern. Thus

0 < I-o-tr ( o-

Hence by Khinchin's Second Theorern if 6 we havet(--Ct,
h

C(N) > ho(N+t)-1+ha > ho(Ntt)-1+h(I'o-), ) = hoN-h)"+h-I'

we have1

nwhile if o
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C(N)>hoN>hoN-hL+h-1,

h-rsince tr I'-: . Thus in either case we
h

part (i) of Khinchin's Eirst Theorern, and

verif ied.

have the conclusion of

so the irnplication is

two sets A and B of non-

d(B) = p, and d(C) = Y,

The op Theorern was stated in the following way in S 1' 1'

oPjheorem. If

negative integers,

and 0 ( o*P< 1,

lz. e)

Cis

where

then

the surn

d(A) =

of

o,

(2. 10)

Yzo+p.

Sorne authors (e. g. lZZ, p. 26Il ) refer to the inequality

y)rninil,o+p)

as the op Theorern, This inequality follows easily fllorn what we

have called the op Theorern. Thus if o+ p - 0 then inequality

(2. I0) is irnrnediate. If 0 < otp< 1, then by inequality (2.9) we
i

have y > o+p= rnin { l, o+p }. Finally if o*p) 1, thenby

Schnirelrnann,s Theorern (see Theorern 8. I or I tS, p. S5] ) we

have y=1>rnin{I, o+P}.

ial Case Theorern
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trMe will forrnally

and will use each of the

oB Theorern (o = P )"

state the case o =

three theorerns of

p of the oP Theorern

$ Z. I to prove it.

Ia<2,rf 0< then y ) 2o.

Proof. Let d(A) = o= d(B), d(C) = Y, where C =A*B'

Then for all rL, A(n) > on and B(n) > on by (1. 1)'

(By use of Khinchinrs First Theorern - part (i))' Before

continuing with the proof we make a rernark. 'We will be applying

the case h=2 and I =l of part (i) of Khinchints First Theorern'

Part (i) of Landaurs Theorern (see $ 5. I) is just this speciaLization

where he allows I to be any nurnber in the interval li,'-o] '

These other values of I are unneeded to prove this case of the

op Theorern. (Consequently the proofs of the op Theorern for o = p

are identical when using either Khinchinrs First Theorern or Landau's

Theorern).

We first notice that

B (n) on)

Letting h =

we have

Z and in part (i) of Khinchin's First Theorern

a.

Ion 'z

r =;

C(N) ) ZoN- zllYz-I = zoN.
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Consequently + ) Za and hence, since N is an arbitrary

, positive integer, we have \ = glb {* : n) I l> Zr*.

b. (Bv use o{ Scherk's Theorern). Letting h--2, 9=o,

an<i 6 = 0 in Scherk's Theorem we have

c. (Bv use of Khinchin's Second Theorern). Letting h = 2 in

Khinchinrs Second Theorem we have the following special case proved

by Khinchin in I94O I lZ, p. 577 i If C = A*B, 0 ( o .+,
L

c =rnin{e(n)-o(n*1)+1:1(n<N}, and A(n)>on (I <n<N),

then

C(N))ZoN-fo(0)=ZoN.

Since N is an arbi.trary positive integer,

c(N) >
ZoN,

Zo(N*ll-l+Za,

Since B(n) > on N), we have

y = glb {#: n} 1 I> 2o.

1

if 0(a <i-o.
A

n<

{

(l<

if rrl-o-z

cr = rnin {s(n)-o(n+I )+1

=rnin{l-o:1(n(

I
= I-o ) = - o .

z

: I <n(N)>min{on-o(n*l)*l: l5n<N}

N)



Hence C(N) ) ZoN

positive i.nteger, we

Caset (o=+).
L

definition d(C) > d(A).
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and consequently, since N is an arbitrary

have \=glb{ry: n) Ll>2a.
n

$ 2.5 The Soecial Case 0= l-Za br o= 1-20) of the oB Theorern

Both part (ii) of Khinchin's First Theorem and Scherk's Theo-

rern can be used to verify the op Theorern for the case P = l-Za

(or a= I-ZF). We will" state the case 9= l-2a as a forrnal theo-

rerr. The other case follows irnmediately by interchanging the roles

of A and B, and o and p, in the proof.

I
oP Theorern (0= t-Zo). If 0 . r.i, , then y ) 1-o.

Before proving this staternent we shall first show that this is

in fact the special case indicated of the op Theorern.

The hypothesis of the op Theorern 0 < o*p< 1 becornes

0 ( o+ (I-2o) < t which reduces to 0 < o( l. The implied

restriction p>0 becomes "S+ since 9=t'2a. Consequently_L

the hypothesis of our special case is O a oa l. Since 9= 1'2r.,_Z

then o*p= l-61 and so we have the conclusion for the special case.

Proof . 'W'e now prove the special case of the op Theorern by

treating two cases.

If o=, ,
I
-=zthen y > 1-q since by



Let d(A) = o,
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d(B) = P= l-Za, andCase Z (0 <

Q = A*8. Then by

".l ) .

(1.1)

(2. rr) A(n) ) on, B(n) > (1-2o)n

'We cornplete the proof by using each of the following two theorerrrs.

a. (By use of Khinchin's First Theorern - part (ii). We will

be applying the case h = Z and Fr = 0 of part (ii) of Khinchinrs

First Theorern, Part (ii) of Landaurs Theorern (see S 5. l) is just

this spec ralization except that he allows p to be any real nurnber

in the interval I O, o). (Consequently the proofs of the opTheorern

for the case F= L-Za are identical when using Khinchin's First

Theorern or Landaurs Theorem. )

Letting h = Z and p = 0 in Khinchin's First Theoremwe

see by (2.lL) ttrat the hypotheses of (ii) are satisfied. Consequently

C(N) > (1-o)N,

and since N is an arbitrary positive integer, we have

y=glb{*in}ti>1-o.

b. (Bv use of Scherk's Tlreg"enqL Letting z,

P= l-2o, and 6 = 0 in Scherkrs Theorelrl we see by (2. ll) that

the hypotheses are satisfied. Consequently,
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C(N) f ["+ {r-za)J N-fr_zo(0) = (1-o)N,

and since N is an arbitrary positive integer, we have

y>slb{gP;n>l}>t-o.
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CHAPTER III

THE INVERSION OIl A SET OT' NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS

I:: this chapter we define the inversion of a set of nonnegative

integers and give several related forrnulas. The inversion, due to

Landau Itg] , is used throughout the proceeding Chapters IV, V,

and VI. A second kind of inversion, due to Khinchin [16] , is dis-

cussed in $ 7.2.

Landau rnakes the following definition I tg, p. 72] '

Definition 3. i. Let M be an arbitrary positive integer. The

inversion of a set A of nonnegative integers with respect to the

is the set A* given byinterval I t, tutJ

A,k = {M+t-x: xeAnIt,tt] ].

Landau and scherk developed several formulas related to the

inversion. We first prove a lernrna of Landau It8, p' 72]' This is

followed by a lernma and a forrnula of Scherk [ 33, p. ?651 ' A second

forrnula, due to Landau It8, p. 73] , will then be shown to be a

special case of Scherk's forrnula. Scherk's forrnula first appeared

in the literature in 1938 and is actually a generalization of Landau's

formula, which appeared in 1937.
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Lernrna 3. I

Proof. To calculate 4r.(M-n)

positive integers of the forrn M* 1-x

,.e n[I,M] . The conditions

For any integer n, where 0(n s M,

6>k(M-n) = M-n-[e(iut)-a(")]

we rnust find the nurnber of

not exceeding M-n, where

0 < M*l-x

are equivalent to

s M-n, xe A r-rIt,tut]

n*1 x(M, *.L

I M-A(M)] -[n-e(n)] =

and the lernrna is proved.

Thus all we need

frorn A in the

The next

Scherkrs proof

First we make

Definition 3. Z,

do is c ornpute the

interval In+I, M]

nurnber of integers rnissing

. This is just

M-n- [ a(u)-A(n)] ,

lernrna is proved by Scherk [::, p.

is quite brief we have supplied the

the following definition.

265l . As

necessary details.

For h > Z 1et C be the surn of the sets

Ar'1.2" "

i = L,2,..

, Ah of nonnegative

',h, we define the

integers. For each

set S, by

i, where
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s. = Ar*Az+ .. - * Ai_, + Cr'* Ai*, + .-' * Ah .

C, then for each i,Lernrna 3. 2. If M+l

'rh,where i = 1,2,"

on I t, tut]

Proof. Suppose

'W'e want to show that

(3.21

is rnissing frorn

we have

s.cAf
1

ie {1, 2,. . . ,h} and let

a < At . By def inition of

ae S.n It,tvt]

S.,
1

(3. l) a =aI+ aZ+ ... *ri-l * c * "i+I * "' 
* an,

where a.eA, or 2,=0 (j=f ,2,...,i-l,i+l,"',h) and ceC*
JJJ

or c = 0. I:: fact at least one ^i or c must be nonzero, for

otherwise a = O{ [1,M . The addition of M*l-c-a to the right

and left-hand mernbers of (3. I) yields

M*l-c =.1 * ^z*... * ri_t + (M+1ra)*a.*l+"'*"h.

Now we assurne that aeA?k .-. It, tut] and arrive at a contra-

d.iction, We define the integer x by a = M*I-x. Then xe I t, M] .

Further, x€A., for if *.[ then aeAf ,py definition of Af '' i' i i 1' L

Consequently M*I -a = xeA.. Thus by (3. Z) M*I -c e C. Now if

ce C{., then c =M*l-x where *.8, and so x=M*I-c.E. A1"olf c =0,
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then M*1.c = M*l -ce C by hypothesis. Butthis contradicts the fact that

M+1-ce C. Consequently the assurnption ,.q* is false, and s<r

aeAf , which estabLishes the lemrna.
1

The following formula follows irnrnediately frorn Lernmas 3. I

and 3.2.

Theorern,3. I (Schgrk's inlrerpion forrnqlzrL For all I1,

0 ( n 4 M, and for each i, where i = 1,2,... ,h,

where

A.(M) -A.(n) = M-n-Af (M-n) ( M-n-S. (M-n)

if. M+l+c.

The next theorem is shown to be a special case of Scherkrs

inversion forrnula.

Theorern 3. ? (I,an{3qls invjrsion formula). Let A and B be

sets of nonnegative integers. If C = A*B and if T = A+C*,

then for all n, where 0 ( n ( M,

if M+11c.
I

To show that Landaurs inversion forrnula is a special case of

Scherk's inversion forrnula we need only let h = Z, i = Z, AI = A,

AZ = B, and SZ = T in Scherkts fornrula. Consequently for all



Ilt where 0(n(M, if M+IlC then

B(M)-B(n) = M-n-B'r(M-n) : M-n-T(M-n),

which is the conclusion of Landaurs forrnula.
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CHAPTER IV

THE PROOI. OF KHINCHIN'S I.M.ST THEOREM

In this chapter Khinchints First Theorern rs

original proof of Khinchin I t 5] has been rnodified

the inversion of Landau (Definition 3. Zl is used in

original inversion (Definition 7. I ).

$ 4. t Khinchints First Theorern

proved.

s lightly

plac e of

The

in that

Khinchinrs

'We stated Khinchin's First Theorern

nate any unnecessary strain on the reader,

in $ 2. I. So as to elimi-

we repeat it here.

Khinchin's First Theorem. For h > Z let C be

sets AL,AZ, 'Ah- r' B of nonnegative integers.

the surn of the

Let

(a)

and for each i,

(b)

0<

where i= I,2,"',h-1,

A. (n)

let

N),

Then the following

Io(-
h

where N is an arbitrary positive integer.

statements hold:

(i) If Pon
L < 1-o and if B(n) on-). for I(n(N,
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then C(N) > hol\tr-hL+h-I.

(ii) If 0<p(o andif B(n)

then C(N) > (1-o)N-rr.

S 4. Z Intrgduction to the Bgof,

1<N<M.

-ho)n-hp for l(n(N,>(r

Khinchin's First Theorem is proved by rnathernatical induction

on the integer N' The proof is long, quite complicated' but corn-

pletely elernentary. 'We first verify the theorem for the case N = 1.

'We then assume that the theorern is validfor all N where I <N< M

M a fixed positive integer. The induction is cornpleted by arriving

at a contradiction after assuming that the theorern fails for N=M*i.

The induction will be applied separately to (i) and (ii). 'We use the

indqction hypotheses of (i) and (ii) to prove that (i) follows for

N = M*I, after which we use (i) for N = M*l together with the

induction hypotheses of (i) and (ii) to prove that (ii) follows for

N = M*1. This cornpletes the induction.

Throughout the second step of the induction we need the follow-

1ng lemma.

Lernrna 4. I Suppose that Khinchin's First Theorern is true for

If M*1eC, then the theorem holds for N = M* I

Io(-
hProof . Since M*leC and we have in the first case
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that

C(M+t)= l+C(M) > l*hoM-hL+h-l ) ho*hoM-hL+h- I = ho (M+l)-hL+h- 1,

and so (i) is true for N = M*1.

and M* I e C we have that

In the second case, since o) 0

C(M+1) = l*C(M) > 1+(I'o)M-p > (I -o)+(l-o)M-p = (1-o)(M+1)-p.,

lernrna is proved.and so (ii) is true for |rl = M*1. Thus the

$ 4. 3 The Proof for N= I

We rrotice that for each i, where i = l, 2, " ' ,h-1,
i-lA.(l) > o - f O, hypotheses. Thus in particular Al(l) ? o> 0

and so Ar(l) = I. Consequently Ie Ar. Hence I eC, and so

C(1) = 1. If \:+ and N = I, then

hoN-h). +h- 1 (ho(1=C(l),

which pro'res If 0(p(o and N=1, then

which pro'ves

$ 4.4 Th,e Induction - Part I

(i) for N = I.

(l-o)N-p = 1-o-F

(ii)for N=I.

(]=C(1),

'we ,assume both parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem are valid
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for all N where l < N < M. ''d[e further assurne the hypotheses

hold but the conclusion fails for part (i) of the theorern when

N = M*I, and obtain a contradiction. In this way we show that

part (i) follows for N = M*1. By Lemma 4,1 we rnay suppose

that M+ItC. Hence
I

(4. l) hoM-h}'+h-1 < C(M) = C(M+1) < ho(M+I)-hI+h-1

We define the number by

(4.21 -oM,

where it follows by

(4. 3)

using (4. l) in (4. Zl th.at

Q<o

The induction hypothesis of (ii) states that

C (M-k) > ho(M-k)-h). +h- 1 ,

for all integers k where 0 < k < M. This inequality is also

truefor k=M byasimplecalculationsince IU+ We

solve for hoM in (4.2) and substitute this expression for hqM

in the last inequality to obtain

s

, c(M).. h-l9=1-+,r - h

0<

C(M-k) > C(lv{)-hQ-hok (0<k M),
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which

(4.41

R eferring

(4.51

and so by G. al

This result together with (4.31 shows that

ses of (ii) (with p replaced by +) and

the induction hypothesis of (ii) to the set

Sh=AI+AZ+ * Arr-l + c*

Consequently

(4.61 Sn(M-n) > (1-o)(M-n)-0

may be rewritten as

C(M-k)-C(M) >-hQ-hok (0Sk < M)

to Lernrna 3.1 (with n = M-k) we have

(o<k<M),c(M) - c(M-k) =k-c*(k)

C*(k) > k-h+-hqk = (l-ho)k-h$ (0 < k < M).

c*

thus

sr,

satisfies the hypothe-

it enables us to aPPIY

defined by

where the case n = M follows

follows from Scherk's inversion

and A. = B) and Definition 3.
h

(0<n<M),

frorn (4. 3). The first steP below

forrnula (Theorern 3. 1, with i = h

Z. We have
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(4.7)

B(M)-B(n) < M-n-Sn(M-n)

: M-n-(l -o)(M-n)+S

= o(M-n)+0 (0<n<N).

divide the positive

Frorn the Division

and r such that

integer C (M)

Algorithrn the re

l$.6t1

by the positive

exist unique

We now

inte ge r h.

integers q

(4. B) C(M) = qh*r,

To continue the proof we

\Me later consider the case 0

diction is obtained. )

q+tr

q+l ,

Case I_.(r = h-I). We first see that

B(M) : oM+$

-q

=q

0(r<h

first consider the case r = h- l.

S r < h-1. (In each case a contra-

l(4.7), n=o]

c(M) . h- I
- h rr\- 

h l@.ztl

[(4.8)]

Ir=h-l]

r h-i+-+l'h"' h

h-l h-r
I-II,hr/r-h

It< I by hypothesis]
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and since B(M) is an inte ge r ,

(4. e|

'We record the formula

(4. r 0)

obtained frorn the

We next see that

B(M) = B(M+l)

> o(M+ I )-I

= q-$*o

> q-+++

=9,

(4. el.c ontradicting

Case Z (o<r< h-I). We see that

B(M) <

oM*$ = q*tr ,

first and fifth steps above, for future reference.

I lvt+t ] el

I hypotheses of (i[

[ (4. r o)]

[(4.3)]



B(M) = B(M+i)

> o(M+l)-t

= (oM-L )* o

34

Itr,t+t{e1

Ihypotheses of (i)J

and since B(M)

(4. 11)

We record the

r h-l=q+[- h -Q+o

- h-I-r>q- h -++0

h-l-r-q- 
h

) q-1,

is an integer,

B(M) >q.

l{4.2))

[ (4. 8)]

[ (4. 3)]

[" > o]

above, for future reference.

= 
c(u) _ h-I

hh -Q+ o

formula

(4. r2) oM

obtained from

Next we have,

the third and

for 0(n(

tQ =

fifth steps

M, that

**-n rq+f,,



Thus we may let

(i) to the set C

B(n) > B(M) - o(M-n)-0

= on* B(M)-oM - +

) on*q-oM - 0

- h-l-r
= on_N * f,_

1> on- ).+ 
n

I> on-1*h

h-1=or-_;_

, _ h-1,-h

=Ar*'.

35

I &.7t1

[(4.rI)]

| (+. tzll

Ir<h-l]

If<tbyhypothesis]

in the hypotheses of part (i). \i'[e apply

* At _l + B. Consequently

C(M-k) > ho(M-k)-h(+)+h-t -- hcr.k (o < k S M) ,

where the case k = M follows trivially.
'we solve for hoM in (4. z) and, substitute this expression

for hoM into the last inequality to obtain

C(M-k) > C(M)+h),-h+I -h+-hok

Therefore

(0<k<M).

(4. r3l c(M)-c(M-k) < hok*h0-hI+h-I (0<K<M).

Use of (4. 13) and Lernma 3. I (with n=M-k) yields
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(4. t5) t ++ > 0

AIso, by hypotheses < }' and so by (4.3) and (4.15)

C'"(k) = k-C(m)+C(M-k) > k-hok-h++ht -h+1

(4, 14) = (t -ho)k-h(+ -t+ +) (o < k < M)
n

If we can show that d 5 + -I' *$ ( o , then

satisfy the hypotheses of (ii) by $.lal. To do this let

(4. L4l. A sirnple calculation shows that

C * will

k=0 in

satisfies the hypotheses of

induction hypothesis of (ii) to

+ "' * Afr_t + Co and obtain

(4.16). Again by Scherkrs

i = h, and Ah = n) together

h-l
h

h-I
h

(4. r61 o.hfl -\ rg<on

Conseguently the number ? -^ * *

(ii) and so by (4.14) we may apply the

the set Sf, defined by Sh = At i AZ

(4. 17l

where the case k = 0 follows from

inversion formula (with n = M-k,

with Definition 3 . Z, we have

-r++) (0 < k < M),. h-r- (--n

(4. 18) B(M)-B(M-k) < k-S, (k)
n

(o<k<M)
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Therefore for

B(M-k)

0<k<M,

> B(M)-k+S, (k)
n

> q-k+(1-o)k - (

- h-l-q-ok- fr +

- q-okt oM-q-

= "(M_k) 
_i ,

B(n)>orr-(rtl)-l
rI

?-^* *,

[ (4. 1B)I

[ (4. 11)]

[ (4. 17)]

| {14. rzll

I-+
r
h

or equivalently,

(4. r9l

'W'e now rnake

of (ii). By (4. I9l,

B(n) > (0<n<M)

another application of the induction hypotheses

ot-f,

(0<n<M),

and so B satisfies the requirernents placed on

by condition (b) of the hypotheses. Consider the

by

the

set

(r*1)-st set

S definedrtl

sr+I = Al +Az+' +A +B+A ^+r r*Z +A _ +C*.h-t
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By (4. 16) and (4.14) we may replace p. and B in the hypotheses

of (ii) by *-^* * and C 'k respectively, to obtain

-r + +)'
h-1- (--n(4. z0l

'W e rnay

above surn for

interchange the positions of

S - to obtainr*l

B and C {' in the

Hence because of Definitian 3.2

inversion formula (with n = 0

Thus,

( q * 1,

and since A . , (M) is an integer,r*I

| (4. zo)l

r
= q+h l(4. rztl

Ir < h-I]

Qr+I = At * Azr "' + Ar * C'k+ Ar+z+" '*Arr-t+B'

(with An = B) we have bY Scherk's

and i=rfl) that

Ar+r(M) <M-sr+1(M).

Ar+r(M) < M-(I-o)M * (+ -r+ +)

= oM*(+ -\*+)
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(4. zr)

However,

Ar+l (M) < q

Ar+t(M) = A"+1(M+I)

o(M+r) - EPJ

= o(M*1)

Ivr+r lA"*r]

I condition (bI

t $' tz))

[hypotheses of (i)]

r
h

:),+q + -o+o

h-t h-l
i r, *q- h -.ir+o

> q-+++

=9,

[ (4. 3)]

which contradicts (4. Zl ) and completes the induction on (i).

S 4. 5 The Induction - Part lI

We now assume the validity of (i) for all N where

I 1N < M+l and assume that (ii) is valid for all N where

I < N < M. We further assume the hypotheses hold but the conch.l-

sionfails for part (ii) of the theorern when N = M*1, and obtain

a contradiction. In this way we show that part (ii) follows for

N = M*I. By Lernrna 4.1we may suppose that M+l +C. Hence
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(4. zz) (l -o)M-p" < C(M) = C(M+I) < (t-o)(M+t)-p

'We define the number T by

/'4. z3't

where it follows by

(4. z4l

T = oM-M+C(M)+p,

ueing (4. ZZ) in (4. Z3l th.at

0 < T<

This inequality is also

since p. > 0. We solve

expression for M-oM

l-o( I

The induction hypothesis of (ii) states that

where 0<k<M.

sirnple calculation

and substitute this

obtain

which

(4. 25)

truefor k=M bya

for M-oIvI in {4.23)

in the last inequality to

C(M-k)>C(M)-(I-o)k-T

rnay be rewritten as

(o<k<M),

Referring to

(4. 26)

c(M-k)-C(M) > -(I -o)k-T (0<ksM)

we haveLemrna3. 1 (with n=M-k)

C'r'(k) = k-C(M)+C(M-k) (0<k<M),
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and so by (4. Z5l,

(4. Z?l C{. (k) > k-(l - o)k-T = ok-T (0<k M).

complete the proof, we first consider the case where

We later consid.er the case where l* a T< I for somehh
I ( r < h-1. (In each case we will arrive at a contra-

h_1
Case I (T> . ).n

To

t, h=-1.
h

r where

diction. )

and consequently by @. Z7l

we let Sn be defined by

EyV.Zal T(1-o so

T( 1-o,

c* satisfies the hypotheses of (i). If

h-r

-(
h

Sh=AlrAZ+...+

that

S, (M) ) hoM - hT+h- In

Arr-, * c'k'

then we have

(4. z8l

Another application of scherkrs inversion forrnula (with n = 0,

i = h, and Ah = B) together with Definition 3.2 gives us

h'
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Hence,

B(M) < M-h+i -hoM*hT

= M-h* r -hM+hC (M)+hp,

= hC(M)-(h-l)M-h+1+hp

< hC(M)-(h-t)M-h+r+1

= hC(M)-(h-I)(M+l)+I,

l(4. z9tl

l(4. z3)l

Irr<o< by hypothe s is ]

Irr,r+r 1 n]

Ihypotheses of (ii)]

t
h

and since B(M) is an integer,

(4. 29) B(M) < hC(M) - (h-1)(M+r)

However,

B(M) = B(M+I )

> (l -h o)(M+l )-hp

= (_hoM_hp)+tvt+t _hcr

= -h T -hM+hC (M)+M+ I -ho

= hC(M) - (h-1)(M+l),

I t+.

I t+.

23ll

z4l)

which contradicts (4. 29).
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Case Z

Bv V. z7)

and by the above assumption

c,k (k) >

C,k(k) ) ok_T (o < k < M),

(+sr.f f or s orne where I < r < h-l).

T < h'-l
h

- h-rok - -r'-

C ons equently

(o<k<M).

Thus we may let I
'We apply (i) to the

to obtain

(4.30)

where the case k

inversion forrnula

with Definition 3. 2

sh(k) > hok-h(f t*n-t = hcrk (0 < k S M),

Again applying Scherkr s

and Ah = B) together

the hypotheses of (i).

=Ar*Ar* "' +An_r+Cx

(o<k<M).

h-1
h

and B=Crk

defined by

1n

b-
h

set sr,

- 0 follows trivially.

(with n=M-k, i=h,

we have

(4.311 B(M)-B(M-k)

We also see that



B(M) = B(M+l)

> (l -ho )(M+1)-hp

= Mf I -hoM,ho-hp

= hC (M)- (h- I )M+ I -hr -ho

> hC(M) - (h-1)M+t -r-hcr

> hC(M) - (h-I)M-r,

and since B(M) is an integer,

(4.32) B(M) >hC(M) - (h-1)M-r+1

Therefore for

I
h

0<k<M,

[ (4. 31 )J

[ (4. 3o)]

| (4. 3zrl

l(4. z3)l

B(M-k)> B(M)-k+Sh(k)

> B(M)-k+hok

> hC (M) -(h- I )M-r* I -k*hok

= hC (M) -hM+M-r*l -(1 -ho)k

hT -hoM-hp*M+l -r-(1-ho )k

(1-ho)(M-k)-h(p-r+ + ) .

Io<

+4

IM+r*B]

Ihypotheses of (ii)]

| (4. n)l

tr.;l
byhypotheses ]

Consequently for 0 ( n < M we have
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(4.33) B(n) > (I-ho)n-h(p-T+

since *at wehave p-T+*a*.

in (4. 33) a simple calculation shows that p"-T+

bining these inequalities we have

(4.34l/ 0 < p-T* p<o

*rn
if

r- I
h

-_ I

-) 
(0<k<

n

- r- Iok -T

welet n=0

0- Corn-

r-I
h:

By (4.33) qnd (4.341 B

replaced by p-T +t'

satisfies the hypotheses of (ii), with

C ons equently

tr

C (M-k) > (l -o )(M-k)- (p - T + M),

where the case k = M follows from (4.34). Substituting for 'f

f rom (4.23) into this result we obtain

M),

and so by Lernma 3. I (with n = M-k) we have

c,k (k) = k-c (M)+c (M-k) k-(t -o)k-

c(M-k) > c(M) - (r-o)o-+ (o <k<

(0 <k M).

Thup C'k satisfies the requirernents placed on the r-th set by

condition (b) of the hypotheses. Again using the fact that by (4.331

and, (4.341 B satisfies the hypotheses of (ii), with p replaced

r-1
by p - T+ ?, w€ have, letting Sr be defined by



S" = At+Az+"' +A"-I * C'l'
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* Ar+I +' ' ' *oh-l + B,

that

(4.3s)

where the case k = 0

inversion formula for

Ah = B) together with

Sr(k)> (t-o)k- (rr-T++ ) (0 < k < M),

follows frorn (4.34). Applying Scherk's

thefinaltirne (with n=0, i=r, and

Def inition 3. Z we have

A (M) < M-S (M)r-r

s M-(l -o )M-(p-T +

- oM*p.-t n +

= M-C(M)

< M-C(M)+1,

| (4. z3)l

Ir S h-1 assumption]

r-I., _ 
)n [(4. 35)]

r-l
th

and since

(4.36)

A (M)r is an inte ge r ,

A (M) < M-C(M)
t-

However,



Ar(M) = Ar(M+l)

> o(M+1)

= oMto-

= T* M-C(M)-p +

M-C(M)+o- (p-T+

> M-C(M) + o - o

= M-C(M),

which contradicts (4.36) and cornpletes

the proof of Khinchin's First Theorern

47

I rvr+r lA"]

I condition (b)]

| (+. ztll

I g. t+t1

the induction on (ii). Thus

is cornplete.

r-1
h

r-1
h

ct- r*1
h

r*r
n
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CHAPTER V

THE PROOF OF LANDAU'S THEOREM

In this chapter we prove Landau's Theorern, which is the special

case h = Z of Khinchin's First-Theorerh. 'We give Landau's proof

It9,p.73-761. To prove Landau's Theorern one could simply rnake the

specialization h ='Z in the proof given in Chapter IV. However,

Landau's proof involves several sirnplifications.

$ 5. I LandJu's Theorem

Let C be the surn of

integers. Let

the s ets AandB of nonnegative

(a) 0(o(

and

(b) A (n) (1 <n s N),

where N is an arbitrary positive integer. Then the following

staternents hold:

I
z,

>on

(i) rf

then C(N) >

*.^
ZoN- Z).

( l -cr

+1

and if B(n) z on-}, f or l(n(N,

(ii) If 0<p<

then C(N) > (I-o)N-p

>(r l(n(N,o and if B(n) -Zc-ln-2p" f or
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$ 5. 2 Introduction to the Eroof

Landauts theorern will be proved by rnathematical induction on

the integer N. 'We first verify the theorern for the .ase N = l.

We then assume that the theorern is valid for all N where

I < N ( M, M a fixed positive integer. The induction is corn-

pleted by arriving at a contradiction after assurning that the theorern

failsfor N=M* 1. The induction will be applied separately to (i)

the induction hypotheses of (i) and (ii) to prove thatand (ii). V[e use

(i) follows for N = M*1, after which we use (i) for N = M*l

together with the induction hypotheses of (i) and (ii) to prove that

(ii) follows for N = M*I. This cornpletes the induction.

Throughout the second step of the induction we need the follow-

ing lernrna, which is rnerely the specialization h = Z of Lemma

4.1. So as to rnake Chapter V self-contained we will take the tirne

to prove this lernrna here.

Lernma 5. I Suppose that Landau's Theorem is true for <N<M.

If M*l e C, then the theorern holds for N = M*I.

we have in the first case1o'z
that

Proof. Since M*1eC and



C(M+I) = 1+C(M) > 1*ZoM-Z).+l > ZatZaM-ZL +I
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= Zo(M*l)-z)'+1 ,

and so (i) is

and M*1eC

truefor N=M*1.

we have that

In the second case, since o) 0

= ].

Za<l =C(l),

p.<o and N=1, then

C(I),

C(M+I) = I+C(M) 1+(1-o)M-p > I -o* (1-o)M'p = (1-o)(M+1)-pr ,

and so (ii) is true for N = M*1. Thus the lernma is proved"

$ 5. 3 The Proof for N = I

A(I )

IfI

We

=l
I

-z

notice that A(1) > o) 0 by the hypotheses, and so

. Consequently I e A. Hence I < C, and so C(1)

and N=1, then

ZoN-?tr +1 = 2o-ZL *l

which proves (i) for N = 1. If 0

(1-o)N'p = 1-o-P ( 1

whi.ch proves (ii) for N = l.

S S. + The ]irduction - Part I

:

5

=

We assulne both parts (i) and (ii) of the theorern are valid for

all N where I < N < M. We assume the hypotheses hold but the

conclusion fails for part (i) of the theorern when N = M*1, and

obtain a contradiction. In this way we show that part (i) follows for

N = M*1. By Lernrna 5.I we rnay suppose that M+I +C. Hence

(5. 1) ZoM-2X +1 C(M) = C(M+1) < Zo(M+I)-z\+l
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We define the nurnber + by

(5. zl

where it follows by

(5.3)

-rrL-oM,

using (5. 1) in (5. 2l t}:at,

o<Q<o.

, C(M)q=T

The induction hypothesis of (i) states that

C(M-k) > 2o(M-k) -2L+ 1,

for all integers k where 0 < k < M. This inequality is also true
Ifor k = M by a simple calculation, since t Zi. We solve for

Zo.M in (5. 2) and substitute this expression for ZoM in the last

inequality to obtain

C(M-k) > C(M) -29 -Zo,k (0 < k: M),

which may be rewritten as

(5.41 C(M-k)-c(M) > -zg-zo.k (o<k<M)

Referring to Lernrna 3. 1 (with n = M-k) we have

(5. 5) C'F(k) = k-C(M)+C(M-k) (0 <k< M),

and so by (5.4)
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C'k(k) > k-z+-Zok = ll-Zc-)k-Z+ (0 < k < M).

This result together with (5. 3) shows that C'i' satisfies the hypoth-

eses of (ii) (with p replaced by +) and thus it enables us to

apply the induction hypothesis of (ii) to the set T defined by

T = A+C'k. Conseguently

(5. 5) T(M-n) > (1-o)(M-n)-Q (05n( M),

where the case n = M follows from (5.

Landau inversion formula (Theorern 3. Zl

3). Frorn (5. 5) and the

B(M)-B(n) < M-n-T(M-n) < M-n-(1-o )(M-n) + Q

(0<n<M).(5.71 = o(M-n)+ S

'We next see that

B(M) = B(M+I) Iira+t{n]

Ihypotheses of (i)]> o(M+I)-I

= oM-L*o

_c(M) - 1

ZZ
- c(M) I

ZZ

-{+o

,

[ (5. 2)]

[ (5. 3)]

and so ZB(M) > C(M)-I. Hence, since B(M) is an integer,
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ZB(M) > C(M), and so

(5. 8) B(M)

The application of this last inequality to (5. 7) yields

B(n) >B(M)*cr.(M-n) -+>Q+otvt , oM*on-S

(5. e) ( 0 < n < M).

Thus if we let in the hypotheses of (i), we have

C(M-k) > Zo(M-kl-z(rl* I = zo(M-k) (0<k<M),

where the case k = M follows trivially. This result and (5,21 ate

then used in (5. 5) to obtain

C x(k) = k-C (M)+C (M-k) > k- (I -2). *ZoM*2Q)+zo(M-k)

(5. r 0) = (1-zo)k- re -t++) (o<k<M).

We define the nurnber by

(5. rr) t ++.

* C(M)

=Z
=lrS-tr+oM

> ++"tt-:.

[ (5. z)]

[).< 1 by hypothesis]

I-on-2

I =,

Ip =z-

When (5. I l) is used in (5. 10) we have
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(5. rzl

We have p >

Furtherrnore,

C ons equently

(5. r 3)

C*(k) > (1-Zc-lk-?q (0 M).

k=0 in(5.12),

it follows that P < o.

<k<

0 as rnay

since I

seen by letting

and S(o,

be

I
_Z

By (5. l2) and (5. l3)

(with p replaced by p),

have

(5. r4)

when the case

version forrnula,

and hence

< o.

C {. satisfies

and so again

the hypotheses of (ii)

letting T=A*C'k we

0<p

T(M-n) > (1-o )(M-n)-p (0 M),

n = M follows frorn (5. I3). tr-rorn the Landau in'

B(M)-B(n) < M-n-T(M-n) M),

(n(

(o<n<
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B(n) > B(M) -M*nf T (M-n)

> B(M) -M*n+(I -o )(M-n)-P

= B(M) - o{M-n)-p

I
> * + d+ oM-L -oM*on-p_Z

I=Z+ +-f, +on-p

1l
=i+6-L+on-i+L-dZZ

=on (0<n:M).

[ (s. t+)]

[ (5. 8)]

I ts. t t1l

Thus B satisfies condition (b) of the hypotheses and since

C'k satisfies the hypotheses of (ii), with p replaced by P,

by (5. lZ) and (5. 13), we have, letting S = B*C*,

(5. 15) S(M) > (l-o)M-P.

This result together with the Landau inversion forrnula (with n = 0,

T = S, and A and B interchanged) gives

A(M) < M-S(M) < M-(1-o)M+P = oM*P.(5. r 6)

However, M+l * A and so by hypotheses

A(M) = A(M+I) > o(M+l) = oM+o.

This inequality and (5. 16) gives
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oM+o A(M) ( oM*p,

f rorn which it follows that o <

completes the induction on (i).

P' c ontradicting (5. I 3). This

$ 5.5 The Induction - Part II

We now use the validity of (i) for all N where I < N < M+l

and assurne that (ii) is valid for all N where I < N < M. We

assume the hypotheses hold but the conclusion fails for part (ii) of

the theorern when N = M*I, and obtain a contradiction. ft: this

waywe show that part (ii) follows for N = Mf l. By Lernrna 5,1

we rrray suppose that M+i +C. Hence

(5. r 7) (I -o)M-p < C(M) = C(M+1) < (1-o)(M+l) - p

We define the number 'f by

(5. I 8)

where it

(5. 19)

T = oM-M+ C(M)+ pL,

follows by using (5. 17) in (5.18) that

T< l-o( I

hypothesis of (ii) states that

0<

The induction

c (M-k) (1-o)(M-k) - rr, ,
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where 0 < k < M. This inequality is also true for k = M by a

simple calculation since p ) 0. lMe solve for M-oM in (5. 18)

and substitute the expression for M-oM in the last inequality to

obtain

which rnay be

(5. z0l

C(M-k) > C(M) - (1-o)k-T

rewritten as

c (M-k)-c (M) i -(1-cr)k-T (0 < k M).

Referring to Lemma 3. I (with n = M-k) we have

c,k(k) =k-c(M)+c(M_k)

and so by (5. Z0) +nd*{5'"*.9l,

(0 1k < M),

{5. zrl C {'(k) Z k-(1-o)k-T = ok-T (0<k M),

whence, since T( l-o by (5. 19),

(5. zz) C*(k)> ok-(1-o) (0<k M).

To cornplete the proof, we first restrict our attention to the

r ^ ---lcase | < f ( I-o. We later consider the case where 0 < T< -
Z _ 

-(I ' VV ti fdLtil,' c(JIIij.t(tE,I LlrE uaDs ' 
Z '

tl:r< 1-o).

(0<k M),:

s

Case 1 IJ we let L = 1-o, we see bv $.ZZI

that C'k satisfies the hypotheses of (i). We rnay apply (i) to the
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set T = A+C'1. to get

T(M) ) 2oM-2(I-cL)+1 = Zo.M*Za-l

Using this and the Land.au inversion forrnula (with n = 0) we have

(s. 23) B(M) < M-T{M) < M-ZoM-Zc-*r

Furtherrnore, by (5" l9), an easy calculation shows that

(5. z4l

'We then have that

-1 < I -Za-ZA

ZC (M) -M- I = ZT - ZoM* ZM-Zp.-M- 1

< ZT - ZoM*M- ZP.t 1 - Za-Z'l

= (i -Zcr)(M+I )-Zp

< B(M+i)

= B(M)

< M-ZoM-Zc-*l

= M+[ zc(M) -za -2M+2p]

I ts. ta11

| (5. z4ll

I hypotheses of (ii)]

Iu+t{a]

[ (s. z:l]

-2c-*t [(5. I8)J

== 2C(M)-M+I + (zp -Zc-)-2'l

<zc(M)-M+l-I

= ZC(M) - M,

it[p < o , a)
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which irnplies that

zc(M)-M-1 < B(M) < zc(M)-M

Hence -1 < B(M)-ZC(M)+M < 0,

B(M) -2C (M) + M is an integer.

obtained.

Case Z (0 < T< ). Sinc e

Thus we rnay let t

We apply (i) to the

which is a contradiction since

Thus the first contradiction is

then by (5. ZI) we have,.*I
z

I
')

I=-
Z

set

Cr. (k) ) oK (0<k 5 M).

and B = Cd' in the hypotheses of (i).

T = A+C'k to obtain

follows trivially.

formula gives us

Thus another application

(l -zo)(M-n) (o<n M).

T(M-n) > Zo(M-nl-z(+) + 1= Zo(M-n) (o<r, M),

where the case n = M

of the Landau inversion

(5. 25) B(M)-B(n) < M-n-T(M-n)

We also have that



B(M) = B(M+l)

> (I-2o)(M+1)-2p

= M* l -Za-ZaM-Zp"

= M*L-Za-ZT -ZM+ZC(M)

= 1 - Zo- ZT -M+ZC (Ml

= 2C(M)-M-1,

and $ince B(M) is an integer,

B(M) > TC(M)_M .

Using this result and (5. 1S) in (5. 25) we have

(5. 26l

50

I u+r 1a]

I hypotheses of (ii)]

I ts. 18)l

I ts. i e)l

sirnple calculation shows that

T>0 by(5. 19) and p<o

0 < p*T( o.

B satisfies the hypotheses of (ii), with

B(n) > B(M)-(t-2a )(M-n) > zC(M)-M-(I -zo)(M-n)

= (l -Zo)n-2(p-T ) (0<naM),

and in particular when n = 0 a

- T> 0. Furtherrnore, since

y hypotheses, we have

[r

b

(5. z7)

Thus by (5. 26) and (5.271



p replaced by P- T.

C = A*B to obtain

Consequently (ii) rnaY be

6L

applied to the set

C(M-k) > (I-o)(M*k)-(r,'-r) (0 < k S M),

where the case k = M follows frorn (5"271. This inequality togetLrer

with (5. 18) and Lernrna 3. 1 (with n = M-k) yields

(5. z8)

and thus

s atisfie s

in place

obtain

(5. 29)

c'k (k) = k-c (M)+c (M-k)

=ok

> k*(oM-M*p- T)+( 1 -o)(M-k) - (r,r,- T)

(0<k<M),

Landau inversion forrnula (with n = 0,

T = S) we obtain

C'k satisfies condition (b) of the hypotheses' Since

the hypotheses of (ii) by (5.261 and (5'271, with p

of p, then (ii) may be applied to the set S = CYr+

S(M) > (I -o )M - (p-'r ).

B

-"r

Bto

Once rnore applying the

A and B interchanged, and

A(M) < M-S(M).

C onsequently,



A(M) < M-(t-o)M + (p-T)

_ oM*p_ T

*-N4-e€*|**

*<*Ad'-G'('Iv4*''{r"+'{"+€*

(/ oM+ o

= cr. (M*1)

1 A(M+l)

= A(M),

6Z

| (5" ze)l

4{& ffi)"1-

+{E*."e+*

{-{sJ€r+ l( 5':1'}l

I condition (b)]

I u+t 1e]

which is the final contradiction needed. This cornpletes the induction

on(ii). Thus the proof of Landau's Theorern is cornplete.
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In this chapter the

lernrnas are established

CHAPTER VI

THE PROOI. OT SCHERK'S THEOREM

proof of Scherk's Theorern

prior to the proof.

if given- Three

$ 6. t Scherk's Theorem

We previously stated Scherk's

peated here.

Scherk'sTheorern. For h>Z let

Theorern in $ Z. 1. It is re-

C be the sum of the sets

or, o, ,. . . , Ah_l, B

o, F, and 6, and the

c onditions :

of nonnegative integers. Let the numbers

function tp be defined by the following

(a)

(b)

o < o< I
h

P= o or P= I-ho

(") 0<6<l-p

(d) f 
, -no(6)

6

h

(") fo(6) = rnax { O,rr6-h+1 }.

Let

i=1

N

)

be an arbitrary positive integer.

.-,h-I, let

For each i, where

(f ) A. (n) :
i- t) on ----h (I<n N).



Furtherrnore, let

(g) B(n) > Frr-6 (1 <n s N).

Then, C(N) [(r,-r)o+ p] N - rp(6).

S:9. 2 Th:rSS PreiirniLary.Lernrnas

C ons ider 6 < l-p

,p is rnonotonicallY increasing on

f (6), where
p

0<

64

of p.

and

is

Lernrna 6. I. The function

Proof. 'W'e consider two cases depending upon the value

Case I (P = 1-ho ). By condition (d), fr-no(6)

it follows that ft-ho

[0, t -p).

since the derivative ti-no(6) = i, O,

strictly increasing for all 6 e [ 0, 1-p).

6

n

Case Z (P = o). By condition (e), fo(6) = rrlax{0,h6-h+I }

For U . t?, 1-o) a sirnple calculation shows that h6 -h+1 > 0,

and consequently fo(6) = h6 -h+1. Hencu fo is strictly increasing

on t+, l-o) since the derivative f'(6) = h Z z> o" Further-

rnore, for 6 e [ 0, f f we have fo(6) = 0. Thus fo is

rnonotonically increasing for all 6 e [ 0, I -o ).

It will often be useful to consider the nurnber p' defined by
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(5. 1)

Lernrna 6. Z.

p' = 1-(h-I)o-P.

I-ho, 9= o

Proof .

(6. 1)" Then

Lernma 6. 3. o<fp(6) <P' (also sSfF,(6) <B).

Proof . Since tp is monotonically increasing on [0, t -p )

and since fU(O) = 0, we see that fp(6) > 0. To show that

fp(6) < p' we again consider two cases.

Case I (P= 1-ho). On IO,t-P) = [0,ho) we see that

f 
, -no(6)

by Lemrna 6. Z.

Case Z {9= c.l. On f+, I-P) = t?, I-o) we see that

fo(6) = h6-h*1 < h(I-o)-h+l = 1-ho= I'

Furtherrnore fo(6) = Q ( l-ho= Pr for 6e[0, fl. Consequently

fo(6) < P' for 6e[0,1-o).

The inequality 0 S fp, (6) < p follows imrnediately frorn

0 < f^(6) < o' and Lernrna 6.2.
p

I
o(B'= I

t
The equality

p' > 0 sinc

if

o, if P= I-ho.

follows irnrnediately by substitution into

I
e 0 < o< i by condition (a).

h

6ho=h<?=o= P"
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S 6. 3 Introduction to the proof

Scherk's Theorern is also proved by mathematical induction on

the integer N. we first verify the theorem for the case N = l.
'we then assurre that the theorem holds for all N where I < N < M,

M a fixed positive integer, and prove the theorem for N = M*1, by

assuming that it is false for N = M*I and arrlving at a contra-

diction. This completes the induction.

Throughout the second step of the induction we need the following

lemma, analogous to Lemrna 4. l.

Lemrna 6.4. Suppose that Scherk's Theorern is true for

t<N<M. If

Proof .

c(M+1),=

M*l e C,

If M*l e C

then the theorern holds for N = M*1.

we have when P= o that

1+C(M) > 1+[ (h-1)o+ p] M-fo(6) = 1+hoM-fo(6)

) ho*hoM-fo(6) = ho(M+l)-fo(6),

stnce

When

Io< -h

9= I

, and so Scherkrs Theorern is true for

-ho,

\[= M+I.

1+[ (h-1)o+p] *-fr _r,o(6) = l*(1 -o)M-f, _no(6)
C(M+l) = t+C(M)
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N = M*l.since o) 0, and

Thus the lernrna is

so Scherk's Theorern again holds for

proved.

$ 6.4 The Proof for N = I

Using condition (a) of the hypotheses

when N=1 and F=l-ho that

and Lemrna 6. 3 we have

(6. z)

while if

(6. 3)

C(1) = 1.

that

'W'e notice

A.(l):, -+
and so er(1) =

It'-t)"+F] N-fp(6) ( I-o( l,

N=I and F=o,

[ (t -t)"+F] N-fp(6) < ho( 1.

that for each i, where i = 1,2,"',h-1,

by hypotheses. Thus in particular Al(I) > o> 0

1. Consequently t e Ar - Hence 1e C, and so

together with (6. Zl and (6. 3) gives us when N = IThis

It,-r)o+ 9] N-fp(6) ( I = C(l),

which proves the theorern for N = 1.

$ 6. 5 The Besinnins of the l:duction

'we assurne that the theorem is valid for all N where

I < N < M. 'We assurne the hypotheses hold but the conclusion fails
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when N = M*I, and obtain a contradiction. I:: this way we show

that the theorem follows for N = M*I. By Lernrna 6.4 we rrray

assume that M+1 +C. Hence

[t'-r)o+ P] M-fp(6) < c(M) = c(M+r) < [(h-l)o+p] (M+1)-fp(6),

which may be rewritten as

(I -p' )M-fp(6) < C(M) = c(M+l) < (1-p' )(M+l)-fp(6) ,(6.41

since 1-p' = (h-1)o+p by (6. 1).

Consider the nurnber rnax{pn-B(n): 0 ( n < M+l }.

pn-B(4) = 6. Furtherrnore, by the hypotheses, Pn-B(n)

forall n suchthat I(n<M+I. Consequently

(6. 5) 0 ( rnax{pn-B(n)t 0 ( n < M+l } < I-P,

0,If

<6

11 =

<l -p

and hence rrrax{pn-B(n) I0 (, n < M+I } satisfies condition (c) of

the hypotheses. 'We therefore let

0(n<M+Ii.(6.6) 6=rnax{pn-B(n}:

Using Lernma 3. I (with

(6. 7l

n = M-k) we have

k<M).C * (k) = k-C (M)+C (M-k) (0 <

By the induction hypothesis and (6. 1),
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< M),

where the case

Using this in (6.

- M holds since

we have

f^(6) > 0 by Lernrna 6.3.
P

(0< k<M).

Since

k

7)

c {. (k) > k-c(M)+(r -p')(M-k)-fp(6)

(6. B) = (1 -p t )M-C (M)+P' k-fp(6)

Next, consider inequality (6.41.

(6. e)

there exists sorrre nurnber

(6. 10) C(M) =

(r -p')M-fB(6) < c(M) < (1-p')(M+I)-fp(6),

s uch that

(1-p, )M-fB(6) + €, ,

where

(6. 11)

since

satisfies the inequality

0 < E ( 1-P' ,

bv (6. 9)

Substitution frorn (6. 10) into the right-hand rnernber

(6. Lz) C {, (k) > p' k-6 (0<k<M).

of (5. 8) gives
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p'

tion

(g).

7A

By Lemrna 6.?, I' is either o or 1-ho and so has

sarne dornain of values as p. Hence we may replace p by

in Scherk's Theorem. Therefore by (6. l1) f satisfies condi-

(.) of the hypotheses, and so by (6.12) C'k satisfies condition

Let Sf, be the set defined by

0(n(M

where the case n

inversion forrnula

6. 3. Using Scherk's

B) we have

Sh = AI r AZ+ ... * Afr_t + C',.

Applying the induction

that

hypothesis we therefore have for

(6. l3) sn(M-n) > (I -P)(M-n)-fU, (E ),

- M holds by Lemrna

(with i=h and or,

B(M)-B(n) < M-n-Sn(M-n) (0<n<M).

Use of this result together with (5. 13) gives

B(n) > B(M)-M*n*S, (M-n) > B(M) -M*n*(I -P)(M-n)-fp, (g )

(6. r4l = (B(M)-PM)+Pn-rp, (E) (0 S n 5 lvt).

Referring to (5. 5), let

0,1,.'.,M+I suchthat

tI be one of the integers
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(6. l5) s(nr) = pn, -6

is any of the integers 0, 1, , M, then by (5. l4) andIf rI

(6. I 5),

(6. r 5) prr-6 - B(nt) > (B(M)-pM)+pnr-fp, (t )

Consequently,

B(M) < pM+fa, (6 )-6
P

<pM+p-6

[ (6" 16)]

I Lemrna 5. 3]

[ (6. 6)]

IM+I +B]

B(M+1) = p(M+1)-6,

= p(M+1) -6

< [s(M+l)+6] -6

= B(M+I )

= B(M),

a contradiction. Hence

or

n, = M*I, and so

(6. t z) B(M) = B(M+l)-6,

since M+I + B. Substituting (6. 17) into (6.l4l we obtain

(6.18) B(n) > P(tvt+1)-6-pM+pn-fp, (6) = P(N+I)-6*fp, (E) (0 <n < M).
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$ 5-5 Conclusioggf the Induction - Case l

'W'e first consider the case P = o. rile have

C(M) = (1-p t )M-f o(6) +

= hoM-fo(6) + E

[ (6. 10)]

I Lernrna 6. 2J

[ (6. 17)]

(6. 1e)

h[ B(M)-o+6] -fo(6) + t

hB(M)+h6-f 
.,(6) - (ho-t ).

Furtherrnore, by (6. 11) and Lemma 6. Z we see that O :g ( 1-p' -ho,

and by condition (a) of the hypotheses 0 ( ho< 1. Therefore

Wenextclairnthat 6<l-1, forif notthen 6>l-:h' h

and so h6-h + I > 0 which in turn implies that fo(6) = h6-h*l

This result substituted into (5. I9) yields

(6.2,01 0<ho-€,<1.

c(M)-hB(M)-h+1 = -(ho -6 ),

which gives a contradiction since the

while by (6. 20) the right-hand side is

interval (-1, 0). Consequently

Ieft-hand side is an integer

sofire real number in the

i -*,{6. zrl 6<



and another simple calculation gives

of this into (6. 19) gives us

C(M) = hB(M)+h6 - (ho-[ ),

which irnplies that h6 - (h o-E ) is an integer. Furtherrnore
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us that f.,(6) = 0. Substitution

[ (6. zo)]

I c ondition (" ) ]

0<1-(h"-E)

< 1+h6 -(h"-6 )

< l+h6

<h,

and consequently, since l+h6-(ho-E ) is an integer,

(6.221 I < l+h6-(ho'6) <h-l

'We de{ine the integer by

(6.23) r = 1*h6 - (ho-E ),

and note that by (6. ZZI we have

[ (6. 2o)]

[ (6. 2r )]

(6. z4l

Bv (5.

(6. 25)

I ( r < h-1.

Z3l a simple calculation shows that

r-l
--h

h fr- (o-
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Consequently, for 0 ( n ( M, we have

B(n) > o(n*1)-6-fp, (E )

o(n*l)-6-fr-ho(E )

o(n*r)-u- f
crn-[6-("-f)]

r-1on--il-,

S, = AI +AZ+

and obtain that

[ (6. r B)J

I Lemrna 6. 2J

I c ondition (d) ]

[ (5. 25)]

and so B satisfies the requirernents placed on the r-th set by

condition (f) of the hypotheses. We also have by (5. tZ) tlnat C:k

satisfies condition (g) of the hypotheses, where, a$ at t]nat stage

of the argurnent, we have replaced p and 6 by p' and E

respectively. Again these replacernents are justified by Lernma

6.2 and (6. 10) respectively. Thus we may apply the induction

hypothesis to the set S" defined by

..+A +B+A +r-l r*l
. +A. - +C{.h-l

(6. 26l (0<n<M),-gh

where the case n = M holds by (6. 11).

'W'e may interchange the positions of B and C {. in the
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above sum for to obtain

Hence, because of Definition 3.2 (with

Scherk's inversion forrnula (with n = 0

A (M)r

Consequently,

have by

that

l(6.261, n = 0]

[(6.i?) withP=o]

[ (6. 25)]

l(5.24t1

Ivi+r tA"]

I condition (f) ]

[(6. 1?) with F=o]

| (6. z5)l

Sr = Al +AZ+ '.' + Ar_l * C'l'f A"+1+... * Afr_1 + 8 .

Ah=

and

B) we

i=r)

(5. 27) < B(M) + 1.

However, we also have that

t-

A(M) =r

z

M-(1-o)M+t

orvr + I
h

B(M) - cr+6+*

r-'l
B(M) + h:

Ar(M+r)

o(M+r) -+
B(M)*u-+
B(M)+6-(6-

B(M) -#
B(M),

ho-6.
:n-'

[ (6. zo)]
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B(M) . Ar(M) < B(M) + 1,

0<A (M)-B(M)<1,r

which is a contradiction since Ar(M)-B(M) is an integer. Thus

we have obtained the d"esired contradiction and the theorern is

provedfor P=o.

S 6. 7 Conclusion of the I::duction - Case Z

'We next consider the

and Lernrna 6. Z tlnat 0 < t

o) 0, w€ have

(6. zB)

Now frorn

(6. z9l

case P= l-ho.

< l-P' = 1-o'

It follows frorn (6. l1)

Furthermore, since

0(o* E < r.

(6.171we have since I = I-ho that

B(M) = (1-ho)(M+l) - 6.

Furthermore,

that

from (6" 10) and Lemrna 6.2 we havewhen 9=1-ho

(6.30) C (M) = (1-o )M
6-rr+g

Multiplying (6. 30) through by h, solving for h oivl, and
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substituting this expression for h oM into (6. Z9l we obtain

(6.3r) B(M) = M(l-h)+hC(M) + 1-h(p+t ).

\tre define the nurnber by

(6.32) r=h(cL+g),

where it follows from (5.3I) that

(6.28lthat 0(r<h or

is an integer, and frorn

(6. 33)

Frorn (6.321,

< h*1l(r

(6. 33), and condition (a) of the hypothes es ,

, t r ,1 _l_E=--o<-(r-,rhhn

and hence hE -h+l < 0, which irnplies that

tion (e). Substituting this into (6. 18) (where

F=l-ho) wehavefor 0(n(M that

f

B'

(E)=0 bYcondi-

= o since

B(n) (l-ho)(n+1)-6 = (1-ho)n - (ho+5-i),

and in particular, when n = 0, & sirnple calculation shows that

ho*6-I > 0" We also have that ho -l < 0 by condition (a) of the

hypotheses. These last two results together with condition (c) give

US
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{6.341

Consequently

we may apply

C onsequently,

where the case 11 =

negative by Lernrna

we have for all k

0 holds since the function

6.3" Therefore, by Lernrna

where 0<k<M that

Ivl),

{.- is non-
I -h0

3.i (withn=m-k)

the

the

0(ho+6-1<6<l-p.

nurnber ho* 6-1 satisfies condition (c) and so

induction hypothesis to C = O,. +AZ+ "'+Ah_1+8.

C(n) > (1-o)n-fr-6o(ho*6-I) = (l-o)n #:] (o<n<

61. (k) = k-c(M) + c(M-k)

= k-(i -o)M+* -, * c(M-k)

> k-(r -o) M+9 - 6 + (r -o )(M-k)-ho*6-Ih>'\-h

I
= ok - ("+E -f, )

- r-l=ok__I_,

[ (6. 1o)]

[ (6. 35)]

| (6. 3z)l

and so C ,k

condition (f).

satisfies the

If we let S

requirernents placed

be siven bvr"

on the r-th set by

Sr= A1 +AZ+ ..+A +C'r.*A +.".+Br-l r*l

we then have by the induction hypothesis that
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(6.361 S (M) > (1-o)M
T_

6

h

Also, by Definition 3" 2 (with Ah =

formula (with i=r and n=0),

B) and Scherk's inversion

we have

A (M) < M-S (M) .r-r

C onsequently,

A (M) <M-(r-o)ivr+9r-n
6

=6rM+6-

- M-C(M) + g [ (5. 3o)]

[ (5. 1 1), Lernrna 6.2f

Io> 0 by condition(a)]

[ (6" 35)]

< M-C(M) + 1-o

< M-C(M) + r.(6.371

However, we also see that



A (M) =A (M+I)rr

> o(M+I) -

=oM*o-

r-1
h

r-1
h

6I
--J--hh

1-6I-,h

BO

I u+ t {or]

Iconditio, (f ) ]

[(5.32)]= oM*o- (o*

=oM-g+l-h

e -* r

= tu[ - C(M)

= M-C(M)

> M-C (Ivf)

This result cornbined with

or

[6 < t "lry conditions (a], (b), (t)]

(6. 37) yields M-C (M) < Ar (M) < M-C (M)+ I ,

[ (6. 3o)]

0<A (M)+C(M)-M<1,r

which is

Thus we

Scherk's

a contradiction since

have obtained the final

Theorem is cornplete .

Ar(M) + C(M)

c ontradiction.

M is an integer.

Hence the proof of
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CHAPTER VII

FTIRTHER REMARKS

in the

of the

In this chapter several

previous chapters, are

others.

rernarks, which do not fit

discussed, Each section

naturally

is independent

S 7. 1 The Generalized oB Theorern

In $ 2. 4 arrd S Z.S we stated the op Theorern and used the theo-

rems of Khinchin and Sche::k to obtain several special cases of it,

The op Theorern can be generahzed to the surn of rnore than two

sets as follows. For h > Z let C be the surn of the sets

Al,Or,' ' ' ,Ah of nonnegative integers. Let d(C) = yn and for

each i, where i = 1, Z,'.. ,h, let d(A.) = o., Then the

following theorern can be proved by rnathernatical induction on h

by using the op Theorern.

Theorern 7. I. If 0 < o. ( 1, then
1

The theorerns of Khinchin and Scherk can be used to obtain

several special cases of Theorerrr 7. 1 by a procedure very much

like that ernployed in S$ 2.4-2" 5. Two such special cases follow.

h

v,,z ) "i
i=I

h

)
i=1
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Theorern 7. 2. Let h > z.

(i = l,Z, ,h), andif 0<

Theorern 7. 3. Let h>2. If

h
\-If Q,= ) A.
L, 1

i=1
Io' t ' then

and

d(c)

d(A.) =

=ynlho.

A.,
1

h

c =Y
t_,
i=I

1-ho ,

d(A. ) =
1

(i = I,Z,

d(C) = yn

,h-1), and d(Ah) =

1-o.

andif 0< Io( -,-n
then

Both H. Rohrbach IlO, p. Zll-Zl3] and A. Brauer[:, p. 324-

32Bl state Khinchinrs First Theorern and use it to obtain Theorems

7.2 and,7.3 as well as several other closely related density in-

equalities.

$ Z. Z The Inversion of A. Khinchin

In 1932 Khinchin introduced the notion of a set inversion. It

was the following definition that he used in proving his first theorem

I t6, p. 29] . This definition is analogous to Landaurs Definition

3. I of an inversion.

Definition 7. l. Let M be an arbitrary positive integer. The

of nonnegative integers with respect to the

the set A- given by

inversion of a set A

interval It,tut] 1S
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A- = {M+I-x: xe A n[ t,tut] ] .

We now present two lernrnas and a theorern of Khinchin con-

cerning his inversion. We do not prove any of these since they are

not used to obtain any later results, but sirnply refer the reader to

Khinchinrs paper I t5, p. 29401. Lernrna 7. L, Lerrutra 7. Z,

Definition 7.2, and Theorem 7.4 are analogous to Lernrna 3" 1,

Lernrna 3.2, Definition 3.2, and Theorern 3. I respectively.

Lernrna 7. l. For any integer n, where 0 ( n < M,

A (n) = A(M) - A(M-n).

Before stating the next lemma we rnake the following definition.

Definition 7. Z. For h > Z let C be the surn of the sets

Al,Az,

i=1,2,

, Ah of nonnegative integers. For each i, where

,h, we define the set D, by

At * Az* n Ai_,. n E- * Ai*i * +A
h

Lernrna 7 . Z. If M+ I is rnissing frorn C, then for each i,

where i = 1, 2,. . . , h, we have

D.=
1

D.
1

A.
1

I t, lut] .

C
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The following formula of Khinchin is irnrnediate frorn Lernrnas

7-| and7.Z.

Theorem 7. 4. (ShinchllL's inversion forrnult) For all rrr where

0 ( n < M, and for each i, where i = I,2," ,h,

(M-n) = A:('r) >- D.(n),

if M+1+c.

Throughout the proofs of Khinchin's f irst Theorern, Landau's

Theorern, and Scherk's Theorern, given in Chapters IV, V, and VI,

we continually applied Lernrna 3. I and Theorern 3. I (or, as in the

proof of Landaurs Theorem, its special case Theorern 3' Z) to obtain

an estirnate of an expression involving the difference of two counting

functions of the forrn A.(M)-A.(M-k). lMe will show that Lernrna

?. I and Theorern 7.4 could just as easily have been applied to obtain

this estirnate.

We notice that for any set of nonnegative inte gers,

(7. 1) = k-Ar(k).

Lernrna 7. 1, withUsing (7. 1) together with

we obtain

a tvrl -e.
11

A,
1

a. tr.l
1

A.
1

replaced bv A.,
1
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(7. zl

Letting

(7.3)

and so by

(7.4)

By using (7.4) and Scherk's

n = M-k we have

(k) = Ai (M) - A. (M-k) = [ M-A.(M)] -[ (M-k)-A.(M-k)]

= k-Ar(M) + A.(M-k) (0<k<M).

n = M-k and A = Ar- in Lernrna 3. I we have

A.
1

Aik (k) = k-A.(M) +A.(M-k)r 1' 1

(7.2) and (7. 3),

(0 < k < M),

At(k) = A. (k)
11

(0 1k5M).

inversion forrnula (Theorern 3" l) for

(7. 5)

if M+1 +C, while by Khinchin's

and (7.4) we have

(7.6) A:F (k)

(o<k<M),

inversion forrnula (Theorern 7.4)

(0 1k < M).-A.
L

Consequently by (7. Z) and (7. 5),

(7.7) A.(M)-A.(M*k)<k-D.(k) (0<k<M),

and also by (7.3) and (7.5'),
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(7.8) (0< M)

Thus if we can find identical lower bounds cjn D.(k) and S.(k),

then by (7 .71 and (7. B) the same upper bound can be obtained for

A. (M) -A. (M-k), regardles s of which invers ion f ormula is used.11

Finding this upper bound is the only purpose of applying an inversion

forrnula in the proofs of Khinchin,s Theorern. For no other reason

than sirnplicity of notation we have chosen to use the inversion of

Landau (Chapter III) in the preceding chapters, since complernents

are not involved.

7.3 A Rernark Concernins the H heses of Khinchin's First
Theorem and Landaurs Theorem

In the original staternent of what we have ca1led Khinchin's

First Theorern I t6, p. 28-29], one slight difference appears in

the hypothesis of part (i). Khinchin only considers values of I

in the half -open interval f +, 1-o ), where h > Z, while

we have stated the theorern with 
^ 

. [+ , I -o ] . The only

change that needs to be made in the proof of Khinchin's Fj.rst

Theorern to extend the range of values for I to this closed

interval is the replacernent of the inequality }. < 1-o by l. < 1-o

throughout the proof. With this change Landaurs Theorern becornes

a special case of Khinchin's First Theorerrl, Moreover, the equiva-

lence between Khinchin's first and second theorems could not have

k<
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been established without inequality (2.8), which rests on the fact

that L < 1-o.

A change was also rnade in the hypothesis of part (i) of Landau's

Theorern. Landau only considered I to be eithe, + or 1-o,
z

while we have stated the theorern with 
^.t,,1-.r] 

. As before,

we were able to easily obtain this stronger result with no additional

work, as no changes were necessary in the proof. Each tirne the

number tr was considered in his proof , Landau did not dealwith

the cases X = I and ). = 1-o, as such. R.ather, he used the
Z

hypotheses L , tr,l-o ), and "., to obtain that lt ^ 5 1-o,

and used this fact continually throughout the proof .

with this change, Landaurs Theorem is rnore readily obtained

as a special case of Khinchinrs First Theorern, for all that need be

done to rnake the specialtzation is to set h equal to Z.

( 7.4 A Brief Cornparison of the Proofs of Khinchin, Landau, and
Scherk

The three proofs of Khinchin, Landau, and Scherk

in their use of induction, contradiction, and inversions,

course rrrany of the argurnents leading up to the use of these

are sirnilar.

similar

of

three

A reduction in the nurnber of applications of Scherk's inversion

forrnula is probably the most striking difference in Scherkts proof

are

and
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over Khinchin's. Scherk only needed to apply this inversion {orrnula

three tirnes, while Khinchin's proof required six such applications,

a fact which results in Scherkrs induction being sornewhat shorter

than Khinchinrs.

Although Landau's Theorern is just the special case h = Z

of Khinchints First Theorem, he has done considerably rnore than

rnake this specialization in Khinchin's proof. In fact, Landau was

able to considerably reduce the length of his proof over Khinchinrs.

However, the same nurnber of applications of the inversion formula

were required.

The reader rnay have noticed that identical results were ob-

tained (except with h = Z) through inequality (5.71 of Landau's

proof as were obtained through inequalitt/ (4.7) of Khinchin's. The

reader can then verify that in the rernainder of Part I of the induction,

Landaurs discussion would yield improper results if one were dealing

with the surn of rnore than two sets. Of course one must be careful

not to rnerely replac " , by * , since i is also equal to h-I
h

when h = Z. On the other hand if we set h = Z in the proof of

Khinchinrs First Theorern we obtain a proof of Landau's Theorem

which is rnore complicated than Landaurs proof"

A sirnilar correspondence holds between the beginning of Part

II of the induction through inequality (4.27) of Khinchinrs proof and

the beginning of Part II of the induction through inequality (5.ZZl of-
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Land.au's proof. Here again for the rernainder of the proof of this

part Landau was able to make several sirnplifications.

S 7.j, Rgng?rks Concerning the Proof of Khin+ig'q Second Theogern

In 1939 Khinchin I t:] proved a theorern that is equivalent to

part (i) of his L93z theorern (see s s z. I -2. 2). In I 940 he published

the proof of still another theorer-n lt+l , which is rnerely a special

case of the 1939 theorerrr. To prove these theorerns Khinchin once

again ernploys a very complicated, but nevertheless ingenious,

inductive argument. He is able to proceed by a direct argument

to the desired result when considering one particular case. How-

ever, for the remaining case Khinchin rnust assuffre that the condi-

tions of the hypotheses are satisfied for N - M+1' but that the

conclusion faiIs. He then proceeds, by several very involved argu-

and in this way cornpletes thements, to arrive at a contradiction,

proof.

The rnost striking difference betrreen these proofs and his

earlier proof, as well as the proofs of Landau and Scherk, is that

neither of the inversions of Chapter ItrI or of $ 7.2 are used. On the

other hand., Khinchin makes use of a rttranslation" of a set A of

nonnegative integers, quite unrelated to the notion of an inversion.

Very sirnply, to " translatert a given set A of nonnegative integers

with respect to some natural nurnber n, in the sense of Khinchin,
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positive elements that remain. That is,
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e A and delete all non-

the translation A of a

set A of nonnegative integers with respect

11, is given by the set of natural nurnbers

IT

to some natural nurnber

Ar, = {r-r-l : aeA} ..' {1,2,'" ",L,

Severaltrtranslation forrnulas " are then developed. Khinchin

applies these in sornewhat the same way as he applied the inversion

forrnula in his 1932 theorern.

S ?. 6 Remarks on the Papers Containing the Theoregrs g[-EhingE!!,
Landau, and Scherk

The articles I 13,14,167 by Khinchin were found in two different

publications of the Akademiya Nauk S. S. S. R. (Soviet Acaderny of

Science). Although his I932 paper I t6] is widely known, little

reference is made in the literature to his papers I t 3,l4f . Landau's

book Itg] , containing the proof of Landau's Theorem, is a very

well-known tract on solne advances rnade in additive nurnber theory

up to L937.

Finally, the 1938 article of Scherk [ 33] deserves special

mention. Qne briefly scanning the literature rnight never happen

upon Scherk's paper" As nearly as the author can teII, it is cited

only in the bibliography of Rohrbach's 1938 expository paper [ 3O]
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Scherk's article is contained in a publication of Jednota d.sko-

Slovenskf"f, Vtrt.rnatik& a Fysikrl (Czechoslovakian Society of

Mathernatics and Physics), and a copy was obtained from Brown

Unive rs ity.
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CHAPTER VINI

SOME ASPECTS OF SCHNIRELMANN DENSITY AND lTS
H]STOR Y

S B. 1 The Conrlributions of V. Brun, L. Schnirelrna:an, and I.
Vinogradov to Qsl4bac.h I q Son.isctulq

For almost ZZ5 years rnathernaticians have been trying to prove

a famous conjecture of Christian Goldbach (I690-L764\, that every

positive even integer except Z cam be expressed as a sufil of two

prirnes. The rnain difficulty has been that prirnes are defined in

terrns of rnultiplication while the problern involves addition, and any

connections between the rnultiplicative and additive properties of

integers are, in general, very difficult to find'

The first attempt of any consequence was rnade by the Norwegian

rnathernatician Viggo Brun (1885- ) in LgZ0" Brun [4] extended

the idea of the sieve rnethod of Eratosthenes and succeeded in shorn'ing

that a1I positive even integers are representable as the surn of two

nurnbers, each having at rnost nine prirne factors. Brun later re-

duced this nurnber to four but rnade no other significant conbribution

to the solution of Goldbach's Conjecture.

Interest in the problern spread to the Soviet lJnion where several

rnathernaticians went to work on the problern in the IgZA's and 1930rs'

Their results rnake a soh:tion of the conjecture no longer seern
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inaccessible. In lgZZ t]ne erninent Russian teacher Aleksandr

Yakovlevich Khinchin (I894-1959) [ tZ] was the first in Moscow to

study the problern. In 1930 an important resutt, quite unexpected and

surprising to rnany, was obtained by a young Rtrssian scholar Lev

Genrichovitch Schnirelrnann (I905-1938). Schnireknann [ :+] supple-

mented Brunrs sieve method together with his own neu,'ideas con:

cerning the I'density'r of surns of sets of integers and showed that

every positive integer can be expressed as the surn o{ at rnost

300, 000 primes [5, p. 3]l I Although this accornplishrnent seerrrs

to be of very little importance in cornparison with the goal of proving

Goldbach's Conjecture, nevertheless it was a first step.

A conjectu.re somewhat weaker than that of Goldbach is that

each positive odd integer larger than 7 is the sum of three odd

prirnes. In L937 tlne Russian rnathernatici"an lvan MatLveevich

Vinogradov (I891- ), usi"ng ana}ytic rnethods due to G.H. Hardy

and J. E. Littlewood [ ]11 , succeeded in showing that aII positive

odd integers greater than a cerLain effectively cornputable constant

k are expressible as the surn of three odd prirnes [:9] . However,

Vinogradov's proof does noL perrnit us to appraise k" In I938 and

T940 Nils Pipping I Z7 ,287 verified the problern for all n with

'l 1n < 100,000 by numerical rnethods and even rnore recently, in

I956 K. G. Borozdki"'" I Z] proved that
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16.038 ^15
k<ee <35

Thus the problern remains to be verified f or all odd integers n

where 100,000 ( n ( k, a task beyond the capability of present

day cornputers.

The original papers of Brun [ +] , Scfrnirelrnann I S+] , and

Vinogradov If 9] are hard to obtain and difficult to read. One can

find a discussion of Goldbach's Conjecture together with the results

obtained and rnethods used by these rnen in the books by Courant

and Robbins IS, p. 30-31] , Ore [ 24, p. 8I-85] , Radernacher

lz9, p. 13?-144f , sierpi6ski [38, p. It8-tzL], and, vinogradov

[ +0, p. t4-t6., 163-176] .

$ 8. Z SchnirelmannDensitv

Schnirelmann's I'densityil has not only been helpful in further

investigation of the Goldbach problern but opened an entirely new

branch of rnathematics. We now define the kind of rrdensity'r used

by Schnirelmann, as was previously done in $ I. 1.

Definition 8. 1. Let A be a (possibly ernpty) set of nonnegative

integers. 'We denote by A(n) the nurnber of positive integers con-

tained in the set A which do not exceed n. Then the density,

d(A), of A is given by
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and B is the set

(The Schnirelmann densities

be denoted by o, p, and y

n)

the definitions of the surn of sets of integers rnade

The surn of two sets of nonnegative integers A

A+B given by

A*B= A t-,B r._,{a+blae A, be B}

d(A) = g!b r]. A(n)t7'

We also repeat

in S 1.1.

Definition 8" 2"

d(A), d(B), and d(A+B) will often

respectively. )

Definition 8" 3. The surn sets (h > 2) of nonnegative integersofh

SAr,AZ,"',Ah is the set defined recursively by

h

S= TL
i=l

h-1

Ar,* ) o,
i=l

A. =
1

Schnirelrnann was quite interested in obtaining relationships

between the density of the surn of sets and the densities of the

respective surnrnands. The following theorern is generally attributed

to Schnirelrnann, but is not found in this form in either of his papers

ll+l or [r5] Proofs canbefoundin[?, p. 316], [t8, p.55], and

I ro, p. 206-20?] .
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then Y=1

Much of the credit should certainly be extended to the Gerrnan

rnathematician Edrnund Georg Herrnann Landau (1877-1938) as the

early popularizer of Schnirelrnannrs work. Shortly after Schnirel -

mannrs first paper appeared, Landau [ 17] devoted an entire article

to discuss Brun and Schnirelrnann's findings concerning the Goldbach

Conjecture. In this paper Landau was able to sirnplify the proofs of

several of Schnirelmannts theorerns. He also discussed densi.ty to

a greater extent than had Schnirelrnann.

The next theorem (Theorem 8. Z) is generally attributed to

both Schnirelmann and Landau. Certainly Schnirelrnann was aware

of it in 1930 when studying Goldbach's Conjecture (see footnote

I tz, p. 269] and also [ 15, p" 24-257l. However, it and a theorern

(which we have called Corollary 8. 1) proved by Landau in 1930

I tZ, p" 2691 are only special cases of a rnore general theorern

(Theorern 8.3) proved by Schnirelrnann in 1933 (in a paper written

in l93l) [ 36, p. 652-653). The proof of Theorern 8" Z is also

found in [ 7, p. 316-3L77, It5, p. 22-231, and [tg, p" 57).

Theorern 8. 2. (Landau -Sch.nireknann-irlgqu?litv)

y)o*P-"P"

The generalization of Theorern 8. Z given by Schnireknann
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and the(Theorem 8. 3) can be obtained by a simple induction on h

use of Theorern 8.2.

Th e or e rn 8. 3 . (Gene raliz e d Landau :schnireknann inequality)

Let d(A.) = o.1r-

To obtain Landaurs

A.=A and o.=o
11

,h) and d(S) = yh, where

Then

(i = 1,

(h>

7

z').S=At+Az+"'*Ar,

t _Yh
h

STI
i=l

1et

(1-o.)"
1

special case of

(i=i,2,""",h).

Theorern

Then we

8. 3 we need only

obtain

Corollarv 8. I.Jjrndau) I -yu (t -., )h

S8.3 The oB Coniecture

In the fall of 1931 L.G. Schnirelrnann, then a professor of

mathematics at the Don Polytechnic I::stitute, Novocherkassk,

U. S. S. R. , was the guest of the Deutschen Mathernatiker-Vereinigung.

A resurn'e of his lecture on additive problems of number theory is

given in [35, p. 9I-92). It was at this time that Schnirelmann and

Landau discussed Theorern 8. Z and found, for all exarnples they

could create, that it could be replaced by the sharper and simpler

inequality
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(8. 1) (op Conjecture) Y > o+ p (if 0 ( o+p< 1).

They soon realized, after futile atternpts, that if (8. 1) were to be

proved its proof would not be easy.

S 9 .4 The Contributions of A. KhjlIrchin to the _!u FCgnjesture

Upon returning frorn Gerrnany, Schnireknann reported his

findings to A. Ya. Khinchin at Moscow State University. Khinchin

imrnediately set aside all other rnathernatical research in favor of

working on the solution of (8. 1) [tS, p. 271 . ft: March of" 1932,

less than six rnonths after (8. 1)had been conjectured, Khinchin

published the proof of a theorem frorn which one can easily prove

thespecialcases o=P, and 9=L-Za (ot o=l-ZP) of(8.1)

ItO] . However the complete solution of (8. 1) evaded hirn.

Khinchin did not acutally show how one rnight obtain these

special cases from his theorern. The clearest proof of the case

o = F is given in It8, p" 767 , one of Landau's last publications

before his death. The case 9= l-Za (or a= l'Zgl is established

by Brauer [3, p. 327-328] and is given considerable attention by

Rohrbach Ilo, p. 218]. Thepapers ofErrera [8, p. 301-302] and

Erdds and Niven ll , p. 315] treat these cases briefly.

Khinchin ItS, p. 27) mentions that he was later able to sirnplify

the proof of his 1932 theorern (treated in Chapter IV). However
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correspondence between this author and P. Scherk [32] leads one to

believe that Khinchin never published this simplification. However

in 1939 andagain in 1940, Khinchin ItS, t+] was able to give a sorrre*

what different proof of the first of two parts of his theorern, but he

rnade no further contributions in this area.

$ 8. 5. A Theorern of H. Mann

The reader is perhaps aware that the op Conjecture (8. 1)

has been proved" However, none of the rnathernaticians previously

rnentioned were able to cQnstruct the proof. In Ig4ZYlenry Berthold

Mann ( tgos- ) became interested in the problern while attending

the lectures of A. T. Brauer at New York University. Mann was able

to prove an inequality frorn which one easily obtains (S. 1). Mannrs

rnethod is related sornewhat to Khinchin's rnethod, but is based on an

entirely different idea. The following year Artin and Scherk simpli-

fied. some of Mannrs work. Both the papers of lMa.nn IZO] andArtin

and Scherk [ 1] are sornewhat difficult to follow. Darnewood has

rewritten each proof in a much clearer forrn [6, p. 5491

Mannrs inequality [20, p. 5Z4l , as well as inequalities obtained

by more recent mathematicians, certainly overshadows Khinchin's

theorem. A recent paper by Scherk [ 3l] systernatizes the nesults

obtained in this direction since 1942.
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$ 8. 6 Additional Renlgrks Concejniqg the Literature

The original paper of Schnirelrnann [ 34] is not only difficult

to read but even more difficult to obtain. The U. S. Geological

Survey Library (Washington, D. C. ) is the only known U.S. library

having an original, frorn which this author obtained a copy.

Landau [ 18] and Rohrbach [30] have published surnrnaries

of much of the work done in this field up to 1937 and 1938 respec-

tively. Khinchin also published a book I I5] in which is discussed

rnuch of the history of the op Theorern, as (8. 1) is now most often

called. Many of the details of $8.3 were obtained frorn this source,

The literature on Schnirelmann density has become increasingly

rich in the 37 years since Schnirelmann first defined it. For

exceptionally good bibliographies the reader is referred to

Izt, p. to3-llt], lzz, p. 432-4341, lz5, p. z0z'2297, and

[ 30, p. 235-n67. In add.ition, the papers [ 9, tO] published as

tributes to Khinchin give a cornplete bibliogrpahy of his works.
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